10/31/2020 – PRESS RELEASE ‐ For Immediate Release

An Epik Update on Gross Malfeasance and Corruption in America
The Seattle‐based registrar Epik has provided detailed statements and collaborating evidence to address
PayPal’s recent allegations of money laundering and tax evasion, as well as key materials debunking the
extensive libel and direct attacks that PayPal and Mashable believed were necessary, as a tool to cover
up the truth of how key executives and monopolies target enterprises for service reduction.

Material Points


Call for resignation of PayPal CEO Dan Schulman for gross negligence, recent PayPal libel and
slander, theft and seizure of monies, weaponized harassment of customers and accounts to
inflict organizational disruption, and the mismanagement of PayPal as a political targeting tool
to cause suffering and hardship based on Schulman’s personal beliefs and private views.



Identifies Mashable, Matt Binder, and PayPal as originating sources, for over 200 documented
articles and media cases directly citing manufactured libel and slander since October 23rd.
www.epik.com/mashable



Reveals extensive media manipulation and manufactured story creation surrounding elements
pertaining to the Proud Boys email spoofing campaign, allegedly coordinated by Iranian
operatives, and turned into a key focus point for PayPal’s damage control efforts against Epik
through Mashable and other participating media outlets.
www.epik.com/fakenews



Calls for the Southern Poverty Law Center to be investigated and dismantled as a domestic
terror organization, for targeting U.S. enterprises through the willful manufacturing and creation
of false media narratives, to be used for the purpose of unlawful character assassination,
incitement of violence and targeted disruption of operations, and the weaponized blacklisting of
organizations and individuals for political gain and organizational protection.
www.epik.com/splc



Calls for the Federal Trade Commission and Department of Justice to consider direct actions
against both PayPal and GoDaddy, including the formal classification of monopoly status, and
investigation into the engagement of anti‐competitive behavior that demands direct antitrust
intervention and assurances for future accountability.
www.epik.com/paypal
www.epik.com/godaddy
www.epik.com/mashable
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Calls for the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Justice, and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, to investigate the relationship between Google, the Wikimedia Foundation,
Wikipedia, the SPLC, and other components of recognized monopolies, both in the United States
and abroad, as it relates to content creation, digital profile distribution, business defamation,
commercial growth containment, and weaponized targeting of organizations and individuals
around the world, for political and direct anti‐competitive reasons.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epik_(company)



A small collection of the vast letters and correspondence issued from Epik, that offer the
clearest possible display of the company’s intolerance and views towards racism, hate,
discrimination, and the incitement or encouragement of violence upon others. While registrars
maintaining technical management of domain names should not administratively have the
expected authority or empowerment to make critical decisions for the world regarding what
constitutes responsible free speech, they nevertheless have the capacity to decide who they
extend critical services and content protection to.
www.epik.com/racism

Action Points
‐ Resignation of Dan Schulman as PayPal’s CEO
‐ Formal Apology Statements and Retractions from PayPal and Mashable
‐ Immediate Reactivation of PayPal Services in Support of Epik’s Hardship Clients
‐ SPLC Drops Epik from Hate Watch List and Formally Dismantled
‐ Wikipedia Deletes Epik and Rob Monster Pages Built By Wikipedia Staff for Character Defamation
‐ Federal Authorities Investigate Wikimedia/Wikipedia and Role as Key Google Content Provider
‐ PayPal and GoDaddy Put on Notice that the World is Now Watching

For more information, call Robert Davis at (815) 780‐0189, or email robert.davis@epik.com.
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